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Rigoletto (pronounced [riÉ¡oËˆletË•to]) is an opera in three acts by Giuseppe Verdi.The Italian libretto was
written by Francesco Maria Piave based on the play Le roi s'amuse by Victor Hugo.Despite serious initial
problems with the Austrian censors who had control over northern Italian theatres at the time, the opera had
a triumphant premiere at La Fenice in Venice on 11 March 1851.
Rigoletto - Wikipedia
The Italian word opera means "work", both in the sense of the labour done and the result produced. The
Italian word derives from the Latin opera, a singular noun meaning "work" and also the plural of the noun
opus.According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the Italian word was first used in the sense "composition in
which poetry, dance, and music are combined" in 1639; the first recorded ...
Opera - Wikipedia
Cronologia. Nel gennaio 1960 Ã¨ Nadir nella ripresa nel Teatro Regio di Parma de "I pescatori di perle" con
Alfredo Mariotti, in settembre canta Faust (opera) con Clara Petrella e La traviata con Gabriella Tucci a
Bilbao ed in ottobre il duca di Mantova nella ripresa nel Teatro Gaetano Donizetti di Bergamo di "Rigoletto"
con la Scotto, Fiorenza Cossotto ed Ivo Vinco, mentre l'anno successivo ...
Alfredo Kraus - Wikipedia
Les chorÃ©gies se sont distinguÃ©es plus rÃ©cemment lors d'un conflit politique dont elles Ã©taient le
centre. Jusqu'en 1995, le prÃ©sident de l'association qui organise le festival est le maire de la ville, reconduit
tous les ans. Ã€ cette date et contrairement Ã la tradition, le nouveau maire Jacques Bompard, ancien
membre du Front national, n'est pas Ã©lu Ã cette fonction.
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